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EDITORIAL

Covid-19, Place-making and Health

Exactly a decade ago, Planning Theory & Practice published an Interface on the relationship between 
health and spatial planning (Crawford et al., 2010). In the opening commentaries, it was noted how 
urban planning and public health were historically interlinked, with the origins of the early planning 
movement in the late 19th Century rooted in concerns with public health and slum conditions in 
Europe’s rapidly industrializing cities. Linking planning and public health helped reshape urban 
form, for example, influencing housing layout standards in early planning legislation or the emer-
gence of the urban parks movement in 19th Century USA. While planning practice in the mid-to-late 
20th Century moved away from its public health origins, more recently there has been a renewed 
interest in the relationship between ‘place’ and ‘health and well-being’. Much of this growing 
literature has focused on urban form as a contextual factor in the production and maintenance of 
health variations, particularly in relation to promoting or undermining opportunities for physical 
activity. Despite this increasing recognition of the need to integrate health and planning, Crawford 
et al. noted that there is scant evidence of close working relationships between planners and public 
health practitioners.

The relationship between health and place is now on all our minds as we learn to cope with the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The crisis is likely to lead to widespread behavioural changes in how we interact 
with places in both the short and long term, with public health concerns potentially reshaping urban 
life. Matthews (2020) refers to the pandemic as an example of a ‘transgressive stressor’ – rare events 
that cause severe and intense social, environmental and economic impacts felt at every level of 
society and throughout social and political institutions. As planners, the crisis prompts us to ask: 
how will Covid-19 influence the lived experience within towns and cities? And how might planning 
respond in the face of this health crisis?

In reflecting on these issues, it is worth revisiting another Interface article: Applying the Resilience 
Perspective to Planning: Critical Thoughts from Theory and Practice (Davoudi et al., 2012). Written in 
the wake of the financial crisis of 2009, Davoudi et al. examined how societal systems cope or 
respond to a range of crises or ‘shocks’, including environmental risks and global economic 
uncertainty. In reviewing the emergence of resilience as a policy framework, Davoudi et al. identify 
two key approaches to resilience: an equilibrium (or bounce-back quickly) approach, based on 
‘return to normal’ assumptions, and an evolutionary (or bounce-forward) approach, characterised by 
an emphasis on adaptive capacity and transformation. Both discourses have been evident in 
political responses to the Covid-19 crisis, questioning: the resilience of what, to what and for 
whom? This distinction between a return to ‘normal’ and transformation seems central to many of 
us as we think of place-making in the context of Covid-19. While aspects of a return to normal are 
appealing (e.g., renewing social interactions), the current crisis has also confronted us with space to 
think or rethink our relationships with the places where we live or work. The coming months and 
possibly years will be dominated by discussions of a ‘new normal’ in coping with or living with 
Covid-19, but longer-term debates will be framed by Davoudi et al.’s distinction between bounce 
back and transformation.
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In this context, the current crisis is shining a powerful light on our pre-crisis ‘normal’, particularly 
on existing inequalities and spatial inequities across our cities and regions. Clearly, the pandemic has 
not been a ‘great leveller’ and ‘we are not all in this together’, with uneven impacts across race, class, 
gender, age, and geography. The impacts of a decade of austerity is very evident in some countries, 
such as the UK, where deeply ingrained practices of local government cutbacks and privatisation of 
public services, has left the UK unprepared to cope with a crisis. Inequalities are likely to become 
more pronounced with the unfolding economic crisis. In the city where I work – Dublin – the 
housing crisis has been a key political battleground in recent years. One of the first noticeable 
impacts of the pandemic was how distorting an impact that short term listing sites, such as Airbnb, 
was having on the Dublin housing market pre-Covid 19. Media reports suggested that the avail-
ability of rental properties during the pandemic rose by over 60% as landlords, faced with a collapse 
in tourism, shifted property to long term renting instead, calling into question how short term lets 
are regulated. The planning system’s role in facilitating so-called co-living schemes favoured by 
some developers or reducing open space standards for buy-to-let specific developments, look much 
less smart in the wake of a pandemic. The crisis has also led to a fundamental questioning of how we 
value ageing in place. Society’s solution to an ageing population has often been segregation by 
default – residential care units, retirement villages, nursing homes. The Covid-19 crisis has been 
especially painful for older people, both in terms of loss and growing isolation. As many cities and 
regions across the global north experience growth in older cohorts, how can we ensure that older 
people are visible and are active in shaping their neighbourhoods and cities?

It is also critical to reflect on key public health advice in relation to highly vulnerable groups, 
again revealing entrenched inequalities. Messages, such as stay at home, are meaningless for 
homeless people. And while the World Health Organization advice focuses on testing, social 
distancing and handwashing, these practical steps appear impossible to translate to informal 
urban settlements. For example, a recent report in The Lancet highlights the challenges of coping 
with Covid-19 outbreaks in Brazil’s favelas, home to around 13 million Brazilians: “in the favelas, 
conditions are crowded and access to clean water is limited. In such circumstances, social distancing 
and hand-washing are virtually impossible” (Burki, 2020, p. 547).

In a European and North American context, the crisis has also provided many of us with an 
opportunity to reflect on our relationships with our local environment. With many of us in ‘lock-
down’, some have been fortunate to be permitted to leave our homes to exercise and walk locally – 
in Ireland for example, residents were restricted to exercising or walking within a 2 km distance from 
their home, rising to 5 km as some restrictions have been eased. This led to a focus on access to 
greenspace and the quality of local greenspace as a key spatial justice issue – not every home has 
useable greenspace within a 2 km radius and not all greenspace is equal in terms of design and 
quality. Similarly, with dramatic decreases in car traffic, the street as a walkable or playful space is 
being rethought across European cities. Pop-up cycle lanes have been a common urban response to 
enable ‘socially distanced’ mobility across our urban areas. The decrease in air and noise pollution 
has been very evident and welcome. In my own neighbourhood, I have much enjoyed how local 
children have ‘reclaimed’ their previously car-dominated streets by drawing board games or street 
games with chalk, with instructions for passers-by on how to stop and play. The quality of our 
outdoor environment and the right to decent housing have never been so important.

Many of the perceived benefits emerging from the crisis (e.g., decreases in carbon emissions, 
local air quality improvements etc.) have been unintended and accidental outcomes. Moreover, the 
evidence from China suggests that some of these benefits may be short-lived, with an air pollution 
rebound as the economy begins to recover, with levels of health-harming air pollutants exceeding 
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pre-crisis concentrations (CREA [Centre for Research on Energy & Clean Air], 2020). Furthermore, the 
negative consequences of the pandemic have been exasperated by already ingrained injustices or 
the dominance of short-term economic goals (e.g., just in time supply chains, privatisation of health 
services, society’s reliance on low paid, precarious workers). The planning system’s role in shaping 
our urban areas should also be under the spotlight. As Matthew Wargent and Gavin Parker, in this 
issue’s Interface, remind us, throughout the latter part of the 20th Century, planning increasingly 
moved towards acting as a facilitator of market-led development aided by a ‘delivery state’ ethos. 
The consequences of the increasing privatisation of open and green spaces, poorly designed 
neighbourhoods, low quality housing, fast-track planning and a focus on development, rather 
than on places and the outcomes of development, are sharply experienced during a health crisis 
emergency.

In the short term, the crisis is likely to lead to widespread behavioural shifts in how we interact 
with and within places, alongside its impact on urban economies with an expected severe economic 
contraction and job losses. These short term ‘shocks’ have the potential to lead to longer term ‘slow 
burn’ changes. At an urban scale, mobility and density have quickly emerged as key considerations, 
with wider impacts relating to the spatial organisation of the city. For example, how will the 
pandemic reshape mobility patterns? With restrictions and quarantines in place, the appeal of air 
travel may diminish (at least in the short term) with positive implications for carbon emissions, but 
with an economic impact on urban and regional economies increasingly dependent on tourism. At 
an urban scale, walking and cycling may see a surge, particularly if we prioritise new sustainable 
mobility infrastructure. However, will urban public transport recover if we continue to be at risk from 
Covid-19 or will people ‘cocoon’ in a daily commute in a private car (for those with a choice)? As 
many people who can work from home have been doing so for some months, will this lead to 
a longer term shift to homeworking, and what are the implications for commuting patterns or for 
the provision of office space in our towns and cities?

Will city residents still want to live in densely populated areas or prefer to move to smaller towns 
or less dense suburbs? Urban density will possibly be reframed by its opponents as a public health 
issue, or ‘consumers’ may seek less dense or exurban locations for housing, particularly to consume 
more private indoor (including a new home office) and outdoor space. If demand for office space 
declines alongside the continuing demise of the high street (from online retail competition) and the 
expected negative impacts of the crisis on the restaurant/entertainment sector, what functions will 
our urban centres have? Referring back to Davoudi et al.’s conceptualisation of resilience, exploring 
how to capture this moment for a positive transformation (rather than a return to ‘normal’) seems 
a critical challenge, and reconnecting planning with public health goals and outcomes would seem 
a useful departure point.

In the last issue of Planning Theory & Practice (Vol. 21, no. 2), Esteve Corbera, Isabelle Anguelovski, 
Jordi Honey-Rosés and Isabel Ruiz-Mallén co-authored an article entitled ‘Academia in the Time of 
COVID-19: Towards an Ethics of Care’ (Corbera et al., 2020). These authors provided a reflective 
commentary on the impacts of the Covid-19 crisis on academic practices as we adjust to new work- 
life balances, working from home, and online teaching and mentoring, often overlapping with 
caring responsibilities. In this context, it has been widely reported in the media that many journals 
have reported a decrease in journal submissions from women as lead authors (e.g., The Guardian, 
2020). This is a trend we have also witnessed at Planning Theory & Practice. In April 2019, we received 
13 new article submissions with 61% of submissions from women as lead author. For the same 
month in 2020 in the midst of the pandemic, we received 18 submissions, with 33% from women as 
lead author. The comparison between May 2019 and May 2020 is less dramatic, but follows a similar 
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pattern of 45% of submissions from women in 2019 decreasing to 33% in 2020. This uneven impact 
in terms of gender is a real concern and we will report on patterns in future editorials or on Twitter 
(@planning_theory).

The main article section of this issue has five papers, all of which address issues of displacement 
and/or legitimacy within planning practice. In the first paper, Efadul Huq and Faranak Miraftab 
explore and bring together two literatures: firstly, on informal settlements and secondly related to 
camps (governance of refugees), to provide an understanding of the lived experience of Korail, an 
informal settlement in Dhaka, Bangladesh. By conducting a ‘conversation’ between these two fields, 
the authors provide a critical lens to understand spatial practices relating to global displacements. 
The paper interrogates the production and governance of urban space, exploring the overlaps 
between informal settlements and camps, enabling a complex understanding of displacement and 
precarious urbanism as a global reality.

The second paper, by Clifford Amoako and Emmanuel Frimpong Boamah, also has displacement 
and precarity as a central theme, this time explored in the context of flood risks and vulnerability 
within informal settlements. Drawing on fieldwork in Accra, Ghana, the authors apply an assem-
blage approach to understand flood vulnerability to reveal the complex interactions of ‘urban 
imaginaries and identities’ of informal settlements, social material conditions, and networks of 
state and non-state actors that reproduce oppressive urban planning policies, and how vulnerability 
is a product of these interactions.

In the next paper, Stephen Connelly, Margi Bryant and Liz Sharp examine the challenge of 
creating legitimacy for citizen-led initiatives. The paper attempts to overcome the binary between 
the state and citizen to consider citizen-led initiatives as practices of networking, understood 
through a constructionist approach. The paper asks; how are networks constructed and what 
identities and representative claims are deployed? Connelly, Bryant and Sharp explore these issues 
in relation to archival and interview material to discover how a community trust in Sheffield, UK, 
connects both with citizens and networks into governance, and how they attempt to establish their 
legitimacy through engaging in strategic networking.

The fourth article – co-authored by Janice Barry and Michelle Thompson-Fawcett – explores 
Indigenous property development in the context of addressing Indigenous land rights. Based on 
research in Canada and New Zealand, the authors examine how Indigenous property development 
has become more prevalent as Indigenous peoples acquire lands (including in urban areas) as 
a form of reparation. The authors explore the potential to provide a pathway towards greater 
economic self-determination, while also demonstrating how this new role often reshapes the 
relationship between municipal planning authorities and Indigenous governance structures. As 
outlined by Barry and Thompson-Fawcett, unlike conventional property developers, Indigenous 
organizations have deep ancestral connections to the area, and have an explicit responsibility to 
ensure that development contributes to the economic and cultural wellbeing of the entire 
Indigenous nation. For Barry and Thompson-Fawcett, this leads to a blurring of roles between 
private and public interests, and the planner and the planned, leading to the emergence of a third 
hybrid space for Indigenous organizations.

The final article returns to the theme of displacement by examining urban development and city 
expansion in Yangon, Myanmar. In this paper, Giovanna Astolfo and Camillo Boano examine the 
forced resettlement of people from the city to the periphery, highlighting that resettlement has 
been a form of state-sanctioned space production from pre-colonial times, during colonial rule, and 
expanded by post-colonial regimes. The authors position debates on displacement within the 
literature on violence and within the context of legal legitimizing. For Astolfo and Boano, the 
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process of deactivating violence lies in the everyday practices of resistance by urban dwellers, 
particularly in relation to occupation, trespassing and building. The article explores these issues 
through examining housing resistance, particularly relating to the mobilisation of women’s net-
works, critical in challenging and unmaking the dominant spatial order. These practices, suggest the 
authors, have the potential to rupture the cycle of violence and displacement.

The Interface for this issue (guest edited by Matthew Wargent and Gavin Parker) explores the 
future of the planning profession through eight essays that provide provocative accounts of the 
challenges facing the profession and the purpose and value of planning. These contributions cover 
a range of themes including traditional concerns, such as public participation (Wargent and Parker), 
education (Nezhapi- Dellé Odeleye and Christopher Maidment) and the public interest, to the 
challenges resulting from an increasingly privatized and deregulated planning system. For example, 
Abigail Schoneboom, Susannah Gunn and Daniel Slade highlight the challenges for local planning 
authorities arising from a decade of austerity that have led to a ‘portfolio model of service delivery’, 
whereby planning functions are delivered through a mix of permanent and temporary staff, sharing 
resources or expertise with other local authorities, secondments, outsourcing to consultants and 
selling services to other local authorities. Orly Linovski also highlights the growing influence of 
‘mega-firms’ in planning consultancy, as stock exchange listed consultancies increasingly view 
planning services as providing an entry point to higher value (e.g., major infrastructure) projects, 
while raising concerns regarding public interest versus shareholder values. These themes are 
revisited by Mark Dobson and Sarah Platt who address the resources (broadly conceived) that 
planners need to do their jobs effectively. While identifying current trends around deregulation, 
privatisation and fragmentation, all within the context of austerity, they also point to ways that 
professional and practitioner champions, along with universities, can lobby for change and demon-
strate or persuade decision-makers on the value of strategic place-making. This is crucial as planning 
appears to be moving ‘from an input system (plans, policy) to an output system (projects, market- 
led)’ (Wargent and Tasan-Kok). This increasing fragmentation, as identified by Matthew Wargent and 
Tuna Tasan-Kok, also raises ethical dilemmas in practice as we see fewer planners working in the 
public sector. Contributors also reflect on the skills needed by planners to negotiate this increasingly 
complex terrain. Edward Shepherd and Joe Doak focus on the skills needed for creating ‘good 
places’ (e.g., data literacy, creativity, strategic management), while Trudi Elliot, Victor Nicholls and 
Emma Street reflect on key skills needed for leadership, not simply in relation to delivering planning 
services, but how to ignite enthusiasm for planning and a wider strategic vision for the purpose of 
planning.

Within the Debates and Reflections section, we have three contributions to this issue. The first is 
by Mee Kam Ng, charting the making of ‘violent’ Hong Kong. The commentary traces the genealogy 
of the current political tensions in Hong Kong by developing an understanding of the current 
political crisis that is deeply rooted in Hong Kong’s past. Mee Kam Ng also suggests (re)framing the 
current crisis in terms of socio-spatial justice in the city, particularly in understanding intergenera-
tional differences in confronting a political crisis. This includes examining how recent urban devel-
opment has increasingly favoured economic elites and business interests, leaving Hong Kong’s 
younger generations unable to afford a home and marginalized from Hong Kong’s political and 
public realms in the city. In the second contribution, Alessandro Balducci, Raymond Lorenzo and 
John Forester pay tribute to the career of the late Giancarlo Paba, Professor of Urban & Regional 
Planning in the University of Florence. In this remembrance, Balducci et al. chart the various threads 
of Paba’s work characterized through key interrelated themes: the ‘usable past’, ‘bodies in and of the 
city’, ‘material forms of the territory’, ‘marginal people’, ‘children in and for the city’ and 
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‘participation’. In conclusion, the authors characterize Paba’s activity and spirit through the meta-
phor of ‘roots and wings’. In their words, Giancarlo Paba’s work: “dug deep in search of roots, into 
the past, into bodies, into the territory, into the lives of the dispossessed of the earth, into processes, 
and then he flew high over the territories of its forms and its inhabitants, just as his inspiration 
Patrick Geddes did from his Outlook Tower, to give us a vision of a city and a habitable territory”. This 
sentiment was embedded in his practices, teaching and many interactions with colleagues across 
the globe. This section concludes with Leonie Sandercock’s book review of The Heart of Community 
Engagement: Practitioner Stories from Across the Globe (Routledge, New York: 2019) authored by 
Patricia A. Wilson. The book receives high praise from Sandercock, particularly in its approach to 
cultivating ways of being alongside evolving ways of knowing and doing in planning practice.
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